
 

 

 

NOTE: (SPIN OFF OF STERN MOM- HIGHER) 

Age: 35 

Young  MIDDLE AGE  Old 

Size: 5’4” Gender: FEMALE 

Energy:  high energy, helpful, interested 

Appearance: Cute, conservative, mom like 

Catch Phrase: “Oh really, that’s just great!”  Good job!  
Did I tell you that you did a good job honey?” 

 

Sweet Mom:  Marie 

Attitude/ History/ Background/Relationships:  
Sweet talking mom, always has a big helpful smile on her face.  Loves her daughter Kristin and just wants to 
encourage her and nurture her and lives for that.  She grew in Phoenix also and sees Stern Mom Peg at 24 
Hour Fitness.  She loves to go out to eat at the Cheesecake Factory and order fun foods- especially the mac 
and cheese!  She is too chipper and too perky, but she means well and it pisses people off.  She used to be just 
an average person, growing up in Phoenix, until she had Kristin, then her life had meaning.  She devotes ALL of 
her time annoyingly to Kristina and Kristin is completely tolerant of it but rolls her eyes all the time.  Marie is 
super sticky as a person, friend and mom.  She divorced a year ago, because her husband had an affair, so she 
pours herself into home and motherhood, but she is happy and all that fulfills her OCD, which she refuses to 
take meds for.  Secret tidbit, her sister overdosed on OCD medication and it had a reverse effect and she 
counts everything 24/7- that scared Marie!  She says “great!”- constantly. 

Motivation: 
To be the best at everything to no end and regardless of the exhaustion of effort that may take. 

Vocal Dynamics (Phrasing, Pacing, Musicality): 
Pitch:  Low  NORMAL HIGH  Falsetto 

Pace:  Slow  MODERATE Fast  Variable 

Rhythm: SMOTH  Plodding Staccato Syncopated 

Tone:  Hoarse  MELODIC Monotone Edgy  Nervous 

Volume: SOFT  NORMAL Loud  Booming 

Source/ Placement (Location of the Voice):  Higher back of thought Front of Mouth  

Mouth Work:  None 
Vocal Quirks:   too smiley, Shellien visual (ex coworker of mine)  

Dialect/ Accent: None     
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